It’s Been Great!
To All:
I start by writing this letter to say, As of today I resign from Reach/ RadioOne. Please receive this
communication as my 2 week notice
I started with RadioOne in 1995 as an intern and become the 610p Host on WKYS in DC and WHTA in
Atlanta. To walking away from the number 1 time slot in evenings because I heard the voice of God say now
is the time..... To start a weekend show on WHTA in Atlanta called The Spirit of Hip Hop. We started out
from 710 am and grew it to 610 am to 612n. From there we syndicated this show..... SOHH
From this launch pad we created Coco Brother Live. I had one goal in mind and that was to be the first
African American evening show syndicated on a major platform.....
We have accomplished this goal
If you are wondering, I will continue to do radio, but I feel like I need to spread my wings in order to grow at
the level that I'm being called to.
Ms. Hughes your testimony on how you started in radio has empowered & inspired me in ways you could
never imagine. Alfred, thank you for believing in the brand CCBL. Just to think Gary & I almost signed a
deal with another syndication company 6 years ago.... Now Gary is running the company. If I never told you
Alfred, "You are an awesome person sir". Gary Bernstein  Thank you for everything! You can sell a person
the socks off his feet and he would buy them back. (Lol!!) You are that good
Tim Davies One Word AMAZING! Between you and Bruce Demps, you two have encouraged me in more
ways than one!!! You have taught me Eagle Vision!!! I love you very much for the time that you deposited
into me. I'm very grateful. You will see the fruit from it....
Hurricane,Derek,Tanita, Elroy, Mitch Thank you!
Jay Stevens Long way Jay since WPGC 95.5 :) Bless you friend. I appreciate every conversation.
The REACH Family Thank you!
The RadioOne Family Thank you!
This is not a good bye guys....
It's moving more into destiny and purpose. I look forward to spending time with you ALL in the future.
I'm here for you.... ALWAYS willing to serve however I can.
Very thankful to ALL!

Many blessings & Love u much
 Cory Condrey

